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Designing PowerPoint Slides
BACKGROUND
Power Point slides continue to be a part of medical education for sharing content in an organized,
easily accessible format. Teachers who consider the intend of their slides, minimize unnecessary
content, develop an organized format or “story” and avoid common “death by PowerPoint mistakes,”
can maximize the impact of their slides for learning.
SUGGESTIONS
Choose and set up a slide design (and repeatedly use same design for future lectures)
• Save time by choosing a basic slide design (e.g., PowerPoint and poster templates with the MCG seal)
o Backgrounds with darker or lighter solid colors and with graphics/images that do not take up too much
space
• Insert common sections (e.g., title page, objectives, sections, breaks, key points, cited references)
• Set up the margins by widening text boxes to both edges of the slide
• Choose a sans serif font to improve readability (e.g., Helvetica, Arial, Geneva, Calibri)
• Minimize use of too many transitions or sound effects
Avoid common Power Point mistakes
Font color too similar to background color
Recc  Black or dark font on white or lighter
background; white or light font on darker background.
Recc  use monochromatic background.
Recc  If content needed for learners to review, create
separate slides for handout)
Downloaded from
https://www.slideshare.net/SVSELEARNING/pollutionppt

Too much content on a slide
Recc  list key points and elaborate on them; use more
than one slide)

Downloaded from https://piktochart.com/blog/tipskeynote-presentation/

Illegible tables and images
Recc select images with
larger pixel sizes*; crop images
to the section most important;
recreate key parts of a table)

Too many items and font too small

Enlarged image becomes fuzzy

Downloaded from
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/schedules/hcp/imz/
catchup.html

* Search Google for an image, click “tools,” then “size,” then “larger than,” select 800x600. And cite image
source on the slide in small font.

Consider using images to tell a story rather than sentences. Select images of people, places, conditions
be mindful to look for images that represent diversity as oppose dot images that look more like teacher
WANT MORE?
Using Active Learning Approach
Aprezi, a story board alternative to Power Point
Polling Your Audience with TurningPoint Software (PowerPoint or Anywhere)
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